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Abstract 
Continuous Phase Modulation Signal has the advantages of continuous phase , faster decay speed of power 
spectrum , constant envelope and so on, which is widely used in Communication Systems. The phase smoothing 
degree is one of main factors that affect the decay speed of CPM signal power spectrum. One method of   smoothing 
CPM signal phase based on Atomic function is proposed. The expressions of frequency modulation function and 
phase modulation function are given as well as the method of CPM signal modulating by orthogonal method. This 
paper analyses the time-frequency characteristics and realizes the Process of CPM signal orthogonal modulation by 
MATLAB. The spectrum characteristics of the signal generated has great improvement compared with MSK signal.  
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1.  Introduction 
At present, All Kinds of public and specific communication systems pursue larger capacity, farther 
communication distance and more power efficiency. The requirements and demands  will be more urgent 
as is widely applied in mobile communication systems, satellite communications,the  measurement , 
tracing and control of spacecraft and so on. There was direct relationship between the capacity of 
communication systems and bandwidth and the frequency can be used of the system. However, the 
frequency can be used is resources of unregenerated and limited. Therefore, It's   necessary to seek a 
technology which has higher frequency utilization ratio. Improving utilization factor of spectrum is the 
important measure to enlarg the capacity of communication systems,which is the focus of planning and 
designing communication systems for people. Higher bandwidth efficiency puts forward a higher demand 
that modulated signal has narrower bandwidth. Meanwhile, the amplitude of sidelobe should be low. 
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There are two methods to improve utilization factor of spectrum. One is decreasing bandwidth of the 
modulated signal，the other is raising information transmission rate of the modulation system.  
Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM), is a kind of modulation with constant envelope and continuous 
phase[1]. RF signal generated by CPM Modulation is constant-envelope, so it is insensitive  to nonlinear 
amplifiers. Meanwhile, the characteristics of constant envelope can greatly reduce the complexity of  
 
receiving terminal[6].  This paper introduces a new method to smooth phase by utilizing atomic function 
based on traditional CPM modulation. 
2. Continuous phase modulation 
    A continuous phase modulating signal which is a random symbol sequence can be expressed as the 
following form. N is the symbol length[4,5] 
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Where dr(i)=ٛ 1, 3,…, , ٛ (a-1) —is the possible value of i_th symbol; a-base number; Ec-symbol 
energy; T-symbol period; fн-carrier frequency; h-modulation factor; g(t)-function of frequency  
modulation ,changing it can change the trajectory of smoothing phase ；φ0— initial phase. 
3. Atomic function and its characteristics 
    Atomic function is a kind of R-function. R-function theory was proposed most early by V. I. Rvachev, 
a learned man of Ukrainian, in 1963. It's named Rvachev function. Rvachev and his cooperator put 
forward many complete function systems and make a thorough study of their characteristics, which obtain 
good application in constraint nonlinear programming, geometric layout, various mathematical and 
physical problems solving. 
    The main characteristics of Atomic function up(x) are as follows: 
1. Atomic function is bounded which is the solutions of the following differential equations: 
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2. Atomic function up(x)is  even function: 
up(x)= up(-x);  up(x)=1- up(1-x); 
3. The maximum value up(0)=1.The area Surrounded by the function is 1: 
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4. Its higher derivative is continuous; 
5. Atomic function up(x)can be expressed as the following form: 
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Fourier progression expression of Atomic function up(x)can be expressed as the following form: 
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Where Up(x) is the Fourier transform up(x): 
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As the higher derivative of up function is continuous, that is to say, the signal is quite smooth. There is 
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a discussion on how to use its properties to achieve the purpose of smoothing the phase of CPM signal. 
The more smooth CPM signal phase is, the more quickly the rate of decay of the signals's normalized 
power spectral is, especially the rate of decay of out-band frequency spectrum. Based on equation (2) and 
equation (3), the approximate expression of up(x) function can be obtained by using numerical method. 
Its precision depends on the number of terms of function. The phase variation value in a symbol period T 
is π / 2, modulation index is 1/2, that’s ∫ =
T
dttg
0
2/1)( . The function of frequency modulation can be 
obtained. The expression and figure 1 below provide the function of frequency modulation and waveform. 
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Fig.1 The wave form of frequency modulation function    Fig.2 The waveform of phase track in interval of (0,T) 
As is known, the phase transformation of CPM signals should meet the following requirements: 
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After calculation ,the formula of the transformation track of phase with in a symbol period can be 
expressed as follows.Fig.2 shows its waveform: 
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4. The process of generating CPM signals by orthogonal method   
The CPM signals can be generated by orthogonal modulation. In this way, the single base-band symbol 
of in-same channel and orthogonal channel can be expressed as follows.Fig.3 shows its waveform:  
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 Fig.3 The base-band symbol singal of in-same          Fig.4 The modulation block diagram of the CPM  
channel and quadrature channel                 signals of quadrature modulation 
     
Fig.4 shows the modulation block diagram. Firstly, the binary random information converted by 
serial/parallel produces two signals. There is a delay of T between the path below and above. Then 
through the symbol shaper, filter to be the signals of in-same channel(I) and the signals of quadrature 
channel(Q),then, multiply the orthogonal carrier respectively and add together to form modulation signals. 
Finally the modulation of CPM signals can be obtained. The length of time of single symbol has doubled 
the length of time, this is 2T. According to time-frequency correlation, the expand of the time domain of 
signals, can lead to shrink of frequency domain signals,.Accordingly, better frequency spectrum 
characteristic signals can be obtained . 
    Fig.4 shows the system block diagram of CPM signals produced by orthogonal method.  The 
modulation process of the CPM signals is realized by using MATLAB which is shown in Fig.5 A is in-
same channel base-band symbol signals, B is quadrature channel base-band symbol signals,C is  
modulated CPM signals. From Fig.5 it can be seen that the envelope of modulated signals is constant, and 
the phase is continuous.Figure 6 provides the transformation track of phase and the transformation 
process of modula-tion signals, when the transmitter data is 0110111100. It can descry that the 
transformation process of phase is more smooth from the transformation track of phase.The process of 
coherent demodulation is similar to the process of coherent demodulation of MSK signals. Not to repeat 
in this paper. 
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Fig.5 The process of the CPM signals of quadrature modulation    Fig.6 The waveform of the transformation track of phase 
                                                                                                            and the transformation process of modula- tion signals 
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Fig.7 The signals's normalized power spectral density curve 
 
     Figure 7 shows the signals's normalized power spectral density curve. G is the power spectrum of the 
signal generated. Gs is the value of G( f ) when f=0,this is Gs=G(0). Curve 1 is the normalized power 
spectral density curve of MSK signals; curve 2 is the normalized power spectral density curve of CPM 
signals with smoothed phase.From the figure we can see that when G/Gs=-60dB and U(t) is used to the 
symbol function of quadrature modulation based on equation (4), the frequency band width is 3.6Ft, 
however,the MSK is7.8fT,decreased by 2.17 times, which is clearly faster than MSK in the rate of decay. 
When G/Gs >-60dB, the rate of decay of the signals's normalized power spectral is more obvious, which 
explains that the power of outband signals is smaller.That's to say the signals of adjacent channel can be 
obstructed smaller. 
5. Conclusions 
    This paper proposes a new way of analysis on realizing phase smoothing of modulation signals of 
continuous phase and provides frequency modulation functions and phase modulation functions of CPM 
signals. From the transformation track of phase and the normalized power spectral density curve it can be 
seen the phase of obtained signals is more smooth. Not only the inflection point of symbol period，but 
also higher derivative of the inflection point keeps continuous. Therefor, the signals's frequency spectrum 
characteristic can be improved tremendously. It provides the process of the CPM signals of quadrature 
modulation,and the results prove the feasibility of this method . 
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